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#DTT CAMPUS: Micro Mobility & Car Free Cities with VOI and Autoura  

How to launch your micro-mobility strategy for ultimate success

Where are there
currently spaces
for micro mobility in
your destination?

Where are there
currently spaces where
micro-mobility may be
difficult?

Where are there spaces in your
destination which you would like
to redesign to accommodate
micro mobility. 

Identifying Spaces for Micro-Mobility

Pairing Themes With Micro-Mobility

One of the key benefits of Micro-mobility is that it can allow destinations to create trails and experiences where it is easy
for visitors to get from point A to point B. This isn't always possible by car or by foot. Use the first circle below to map
out thematic events and attractions, that could work great together in a micro-mobility tour. Use the second circle to
map out possible locations where your trails could take place. 

Challenges Vs Benefits 

What challenges do you currently face when trying to encourage micro-
mobility in your destination? What are the benefits of creating more
opportunities for micro-mobility in your destination?

Challenges
E..g Uneven

pavements and busy
roads can make
getting around by
bike or scooter

difficult

e.g Deals with
last mile issue-
encourages more
people to take
public transport

Rules for Micro-Mobility in Your Destination!

Imagine you are creating a brief safety video for visitors in your destination. What are the five top rules you would include to encourage safe travel
using micro-mobility and help visitors to be responsible citizens? Write yours next to the X's below.
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Benefits

Now that you know how to create Micro-Mobility zones in your destination, how are you going to launch your micro-mobility strategy? Add your ideas in the sticky note section or check out our ideas prompts below 😉

Apps!

How can you include micro-mobility in your
city apps? How can use existing apps make
micro-mobility more accessible to your
visitors? 

How can you work with partners to
provide and promote micro-mobility
Solutions?  

Partners
How can you launch your new micro-mobility
strategy on your website? What editorial content
would you make to launch your micro-mobility
strategy?

Website
What Social Media content do you want to create to
launch your micro-mobility strategy? What Hero, Hub
and Hygiene content are you going to create?

Social Meida

Invited Expert View: 

Who's this workshop for: 

Mobility has evolved rapidly over the past few years, with a
number of recent spurs driven by development in tech. The
wider trend has seen the gradual shift from ownership
towards the shared economy, but what are the opportunities
for DMOs to tap-into?

For this workshop we're super excited to bring you VOI, a
Stockholm based tech mobility start-up bringing micro-mobility to
the streets of Europe. Voi are bringing shared electric kick-
scooters to the streets of Europe and are truly passionate about
innovating in mobility and moving people out of cars and onto
sustainable alternatives.

In this workshop, participants will explore the very rapid recent
trends towards micro-mobility and what impact this will have on
how we travel, visit and experience destinations.

You'll explore how micro-mobility can go further, shaping and
changing existing visitor behaviour and also creating completely new
visitor experiences. This workshop is not so much about looking at
the current trend but more about looking at how DMOs and
Mobility start-ups can come up with innovative new concepts to
build new experiences together.

With VOI recently launched in Oslo and Helsinki amongst
others, participants will be invited to develop prototype ideas
for these cities during the workshop.

-Get fully up-to-speed on current mobility
trends and micro-mobility. 

-Explore trends with other destinations looking
at the pros and cons. 

-Identify and map-out unexplored opportunities
for tourism.

-Develop new concepts and prototype ideas, even
testing them out.

- Ideating around micro-mobility and moving
people out of cars. 

-Exploring how to design entirely new visitor
experiences.

- Changing visitor behaviour with tech-mobility
start-ups.

-Marrying micro-mobility with micro-enterprise
to benefit all. 

-Develop a minimum viable product and pitch
it to peers.

Getting Started! 

Pira Thiru, VOI. 

�

Alex Bainbridge, Autoura and
DTTT Mobility Expert.

✏️ Experience Designers
🌱 Destination Futurists 
✍️ Partnership Strategists

Workshop Description! 

Workshop Outcomes! 

You Will Need....

A computer 

This Mural Link ;)

Yourself 

Your willingness to particpate

How to use Mural!

Icons are Here.  Arrows and Connectors are here!
Post It Notes/ Text is here. 

Identifying options and Resources for Micro-Mobility  

What vehicles would be an option for micro-mobility in your destination? What
tools/resources do you need to make micro-mobility happen. Drop your ideas in
the sandboxes below. 

Possible Vehicles  Resources Needed

E.g Electric Scooters e.g  paths/ Spaces for
microbility 
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Drawing on the themes, locations and attractions you mapped out in the section above, use the
squiggly lines in the section below or the trail creating facility on the Autoura app to map out
possible micro-mobility trails within your destination. 
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Book-ability with apps and partners
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Pairing Themes With Micro-Mobility

Micro-mobility also allows opportunities for DMOs to work with providers and partners to increase book-
ability within their destination. Micro-mobility enables sequences of attractions to be visited, creating
amazing opportunities for book-ability. Using the sections below identify how you can work with possible
providers/ platforms to create bookable experiences through micro-mobility. 

Your desintation app

Other partners/providers

Final Thoughts, Questions and Ideas. 

Put any last thoughts or questions you have here. 

Designed with care by  Digital Tourism Think Tank#industrypartnerships#DTTTCAMPUS 


